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ABSTRACT: Leon Litwick (1961) and Ira Berlin (1974) provide the most comprehensive historical accounts
of free blacks in the north and south, respectively. This paper attempts to build upon their successes by
presenting a national study that combines the legal, demographic and economic experiences of free blacks, with
an extended analysis of antebellum wealth inequality. In doing so, I propose the asymmetry hypothesis, which is
an investigation of the link between the social conditions and economic outcomes of free blacks relative to
whites. For the empirical portion of the study, I employ cross-sectional variables from the IPUMS samples. This
paper finds that economic differences between free blacks and whites were intertwined with asymmetrical social
constraints. While the legal and social status of free blacks was significantly better than slaves, their status did
not equal that of whites. Yet free blacks did attempt to overcome the social conditions by structuring their
households to provide a basic foundation for the pursuit of happiness.
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I.

INTRODUCTION:

This research was funded in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant SES 0096414. I would like to
thank John Ham, Richard Steckel, Randall Olson, and Bruce Weinberg for their insightful comments. I would
also like to thank participants in workshops and seminars at the Ohio State University in Columbus, OH,
Howard University in Washington, DC, University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, MI, American Economic
Association Pipeline Conference in Austin, TX, Western Economic Association International Meetings in San
Francisco, CA, and the Social Science History Association meetings in Chicago, IL. Additionally, I would like
to thank the department of economics at the Ohio State University for their generous financial support. This is a
revision of a November 2002 draft. Please do not quote without permission.
THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE CONDITION OF FREE BLACKS IN THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA COMPARED TO EX-SLAVES AND WHITE AMERICANS IN THE MID 19TH
CENTURY: Several anecdotal studies on free blacks in the labor market show that the poor legal and social
conditions made it difficult for free blacks to be economically competitive. For instance, free blacks had to
compete with slaves, whites and immigrants for employment. “The preference of employers for white or slave
labor forced free Negroes to underbid whites and work on the same terms as slaves. By accepting lower wages
and longer hours, many free Negroes found employment, but they aroused the ire of white workingmen, who
complained that free Negroes depressed their standard of living” (Berlin, p.229). Immigration put free Negroes
in the same position: “The influx of Irish and German workers…speeded the exclusion of Negro freeman from
many occupations. The competition free Negro workers faced from newly arrived immigrants in Baltimore was
a typical example of how white immigrants limited the free Negro’s opportunities” (p.231). They tended to earn
wages and income that were much less than whites. One local study shows that: “Racial prejudice relegated
many free Negro workers to the meanest drudgery at the lowest pay…Even at these low levels of employment,
free Negroes were often paid less than whites. The standard wage for day laborers in the Norfolk shipyards (for
example) was one dollar, but free Negro workers rarely earned more than seventy-five cents a day” (Berlin,
p.227).
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But studying racial differences in factor market supply decisions and prices, as reflected in the literature on
labor supply, wages and income, presents only a subset of the factors that determine the accumulation and
storage of assets over the lifetime of black and white households. Therefore, this study will focus on differences
in wealth between blacks and whites in the middle of the 19th Century.
Related Studies: A Review of the Literature on the Study of Free Blacks : The source of antebellum free
black-white wealth differences has not studied. Researchers (e.g., Bodenhorn (1999), Eggert (1997), Hershberg
(1997), Berlin (1974), Litwick (1961), Jackson (1939), and DuBois (1899)) and Philadelphia abolitionist society
studies in 1849 and 1838 attempted to address free black-white wealth differences often using a piece-mill
approach. Foremost, Leon Litwick (1961) and Ira Berlin (1979) provided a historical account for experience of
northern and southern free blacks, respectively. After surveying past research efforts, compiling county records
and compiling census manuscripts, Berlin found that free blacks in several states possessed more property over
time. But these results are obscured by the aggregate measures of wealth. For instance, he found that the
aggregate wealth of free blacks living in fifteen counties in Georgia nearly doubled between 1850 and 1860. But
we do not know why their wealth increased because correlations with explanatory variables were not calculated.
Luther Jackson (1939) also analyzed the property and real estate wealth of free blacks in the South. He used tax
books, deeds, orders, legislative petitions, agricultural manuscripts and census manuscripts from Virginia to
show that the amount of property held by free blacks in 1830 tripled by 1860. Even though Jackson provided a
brief statistical analysis, the inference of his study is limited to Virginia and he did not employ methods to
explain what drove his observations.
Bodenhorn (1999a) used 1860 US census data to analyze southern wealth differences among darker and lighter
free blacks. Based on censored quantile regression results using data from Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina,
Kentucky and Louisiana, mulattos had wealth advantage to darker free blacks. Similarly, Bodenhorn (1999b)
employs data stature of darker and lighter free blacks. He also found that mulattos had an advantage to darker
free blacks when analyzing stature data from Virginia. While Bodenhorn did employed modern statistical
analyses, inference from this study is limited to several states.
Some research has also been conducted on free black wealth in localities within Pennsylvania. Gerald Eggert
(1997) linked US Census records of blacks in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania from 1850-60 to estimate property
values of free blacks. He found stagnant wealth among a large percentage of the population but growth among
those who did not migrate. However, his study did not compare results to migrants and was limited to one
locality. Theodore Hershberg (1997) employed abolition society data on the socioeconomic conditions of free
blacks in Philadelphia to show that real and personal wealth fell ten percent between 1838 and 1847.
Similarly, W. E. B. Dubois (1899) used these records and tax receipts to show that free blacks in Philadelphia
often held less property than whites. However, Hershberg and Dubois do not use the analytical tools needed to
fully explain their results. Their studies lack a full description of the data collection procedures in their research.
To analyze the link between these social conditions and economic outcomes of free blacks, I employ wealth and
cross-sectional variables from the 1850, 1860 and 1870 Integrated Public Use Microdata Samples (IPUMS).
Descriptive Statistics: An Analysis of the IPUMS Data Employed for the Study of the Economic
Condition of Free Blacks in United States of America, Compared to Ex-slaves and White Americans
This study uses data from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Sample (IPUMS). IPUMS data are based on
national representative samples and supplemental over-samples of minorities from the population schedules of
the US census manuscripts. The US conducted its first census in 1790 and its first modern census in 1850. By
1850, the census had improved such that we can now investigate the past with new insights. Modern census data
is a rich set of cross-sectional, individual-level data on American families and individuals.
Magnuson (1995a) and Steckel (1991) recommend that researchers pay careful attention to enumeration the
procedures before investigating this data. Magnuson reports that the U.S. Census is not a “pure reflection of
general societal trends”(p. 11). The census is composed of questions, which have and have not persisted over
time. Between 1790 and 1840, the unit of enumeration was the household, based on given set of characteristics,
i.e. Colored-Male-Over Age 16. The 1850 U.S. Census was considered the first modern Census when the unit
was changed to the individual. Magnuson also noted that a proposed slave schedule would have collected
extensive information on the ancestors of modern-day African Americas. In 1840, Congress formed the Census
Board that unsuccessfully recommended a slave schedule for the 1850 U.S. Census--which would have included
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the names of slaves, birthplace of slaves and number of children (Magnuson 1995a, p.19). Steckel reminds us
that the original purpose of the US census was for taxa tion and US House of Representatives appropriations.
However, a “growing desire for statistical information, curiosity about society, and heightened interest in
international and regional comparisons led to expanded collection by the federal census” (Steckel 1991, pp.58283). Steckel suggested that the likelihood of error increases as early census data is more disaggregated. He noted
that under-enumeration, over-enumeration and misreporting are errors that affect the quality of census data and
led to the creation of the Census Bureau. Some of these errors may be attributed to the poor training of early
enumerators and lower quality of early census administration. He found that larger households, lower-educated
persons and persons with poor English-language skills tended to be omitted from the census. Steckel (1991)
provided several examples of underenumeration in census data collected on blacks. He recommended using
census comparisons, census matching, and consistency checks to evaluate errors and improve the quality of
samples from the early census.
This study analyzes US census samples from the 1850-70. These census manuscripts contain responses to
important socioeconomic inquiries including age, sex, color, marriage status, literacy, whether the individual
attended school during the year, occupation, state or country of birth, value of real estate, and value of personal
estate (1860 and 1870 only).
Real estate value was enumerated based on guidelines specified in the Circular to Marshals. It specified that
"under heading 8 insert the value of real estate owned by each individual enumerated. You are to obtain the
value of real estate by inquiry of each individual who was supposed to own real estate, be the same located
where it may, and insert the amount in dollars. No abatement of the value is to be made on account of any lien
or encumbrance thereon in the nature of debt" (Magnuson 1995b, p347) Personal estate value was also
enumerated based on guidelines that specified "Personal estate is to be inclusive of all bonds, stocks, mortgages,
notes, live stock, plate, jewels, or furniture, but exclusive of wearing apparel" (p.349)
Economists have conducted an extensive amount of research based on national samples from the early US
census manuscripts (see e.g. Ferrie 1999, 1994; Steckel 1990; Becker and Tomes 1986 and Soltow 1975, 1972).
The sample studied in this paper was restricted to heads of households. Investigating the wealth from a random
sample of household heads is more productive than investigating a random sample of individuals. Wealth is
often used to purchase durable goods and durables are more likely to benefit the entire household rather than
one individual in a household. Furthermore, census enumerators tended to sum up the wealth of a household and
report it under the head of household. The final sample includes a 1-in-100 random sample from the 1850-70
censes and supplemental samples of 1-in-50 blacks in 1860 and 1870. The racial breakdown of the pooled
sample is 21,416 blacks and 154,569 whites. Prior to 1865, blacks were not only stratified by skin color--black
and mulatto--but they also functioned based on heterogeneous legal rights. Blacks were either bounded in
slavery or free, contingent on appropriate documentation. The 1850 and 1860 IPUMS samples only include free
blacks. As reported earlier, no detailed individual-level data is available on slaves. Thus, averages of wealth and
property holding in the descriptive statistics were weighted based on (i) the size of the free black population
relative to slave population in 1850 and 1860 and (ii) the assumption that slaves had no personal and real estate.
Blacks were 15.7 percent of the US population in 1850 and 14.2 percent of the population in 1860 (Cramer
1997). But free blacks represented 11.9 percent and 11.0 percent of the black population, respectively. The
unweighted averages in 1850 and 1860 represent the experience of (i) the average free black and (ii) the average
black if slaves were freed earlier.
The decade before the Civil War was a ripe environment for economic prosperity. Thomas Weiss (1992) found
that Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew by 1.96 percent between 1850 and 1860--higher than any other decade
in the pre-war era. He suggested that although perishable output and shelter were the primary components of the
gain, residual output also increased significantly. The residual was “the portion of output beyond apparent basic
necessities…this was the output needed for industrialization, and of course provided as well the discretionary
items that are the fruits of economic progress. In this light, Americans were advancing in style” (Gallman, p.30).
Macroeconomic Factors Impacting the Experience of Free Blacks in the United States of America : The decade
immediately before the Civil War was a ripe environment for economic prosperity among free blacks. “The
industrial revolution in the United States was well underway by the 1850’s but the end points of the time period
were not marked by unusual prosperity or depression. Gold discoveries and growing agricultural exports to
Europe contributed to economic growth from the late 1840’s to the middle of the decade. The upswinght was
halted by the Panic of 1857, a financial convolution from which recovery was substantially complete by 1860”
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(Steckel 1990, p.374). After making state-level adjustments to agricultural labor force, Weiss (1992) found the
growth of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was higher in the decade before the Civil War than any other decade
in the period. Table 7b shows that perishable output and shelter were the primary components of the gain. But
the residual increased significantly. The residual was “the portion output beyond apparent basic
necessities…this was the output needed for industrialization, and of course provided as well the discretionary
items that are the fruits of economic progress. In this light, Americans were advancing in style” (Galman, p.30).
Table 7a. Average Annualized Rates of Growth of Per Capita Gross Domestic Product and Components
(1840 Prices)

Source: Information collected and compiled by James Curtis Jr (2002) from Gallman (p. 31)
The Descriptive Statistics of the IPUMS Data Employed to Study Free Blacks in the United States of America
Tables 7b-1, 7c-2 and 7d-3 describe the means of the variables in the IPUMS sample:
Table 7b-1. The Sample Means of the IPUMS Data, 1850 through 1870
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Source: Information collected, calculated and compiled by James Curtis Jr (2002); IPUMS
Table 7b-2. The Sample Means of the IPUMS Data, 1850 through 1870

Source: Information collected, calculated and compiled by James Curtis Jr (2002); IPUMS
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Table 7b-3. The Sample Means of the IPUMS Data, 1850 through 1870

Source: Information collected, calculated and compiled by James Curtis Jr (2002); IPUMS
Five years after emancipation, blacks made gains in the total wealth. Total wealth includes the value of personal
and other wealth. The value of southern total estate was inflated by the value of slaves. Slave owners included
the value of slaves in their personal estate. On average, the value of black total wealth, adjusted by regional
prices, was $124 in 1870 while whites held $3,548 in total estate. Total estate wealth grew by 47 percent
between 1860 and 1870 among blacks while white total estate wealth fell 33 percent between 1860 and 1870.
See the empirical results section for a complete discussion of black-white wealth differences.
Black-white differences in schooling and employment were also quite large in 1870. 14.6 percent of the black
population was literate while 88.5 percent of the white population could read and write. While 89 percent of
both, blacks and whites, were employed, occupation concentrations were different. In 1870, 70.5 percent of
blacks had unskilled jobs, compared to 23 percent of whites. In contrast, 18.8 percent of blacks were either
white-collar workers or farmers, compared to 53.8 percent of whites.
White occupational concentrations changed quite dramatically between 1850 and 1870. The portion of white
unskilled workers grew 46.2 percent between 1850 and 1860 and 57.3 percent between 1860 and 1870 while the
portion of white-collar worker grew less dramatically during this period. The portion of white-collar workers
grew 25.8 percent between 1850 and 1860 and 12.1 percent between 1860 and 1870. Simultaneously, the
portion of white farmers fell 9.3 percent between 1850 and 1860 and 8.4 percent between 1860 and 1870.
Naturally, this coincided with a continual decline in farm ownership among whites over the twenty-year period.
Blacks and whites were also different demographically in 1870. 18 percent of black households had female
heads while only10.7 percent of white households had female heads. Similarly, only 71.6 percent of black
household heads were married while 81.8 percent of white household heads were married. White households
also had more residents, including children. Furthermore, the average age of the white household head, youngest
child and oldest child is older than the average ages of the black household head, youngest child and oldest child,
respectively. White demographics gradually changed over the twenty-year period. The number of persons in a
household, number households with children and number of children all fell. Simultaneously, the number of
white male and white married household heads fell. Among free blacks, the proportion that was male and
married also fell between 1850 and 1860. Regional differences were also quite large in 1870. The only dramatic
regional differences among whites prior to 1870 were changes in the western and foreign-born population. 12
percent of whites lived in west in 1850. This portion of the population grew by 129 percent between 1850 and
1860 and 12 percent between 1860 and 1870.
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Additionally, Joseph Ferrie reports that the portion of white foreign-born population grew by 52 percent
between 1850 and 1860 and 10 percent between 1860 and 1870 (1999). 1850 and 1860 free blacks were
regionally different than whites and all blacks in 1870. Only one-in-two free blacks lived in slave states, with
the remaining plurality living in the Mid-Atlantic. More than one-in-three free blacks lived in urban areas
between 1850 and 1860—significantly larger than whites and all blacks in 1870. One-in-three free blacks were
also born outside of the southeast region in 1850 and 1860. Furthermore, 34 percent of free blacks migrated to a
different state in 1850 and 1860 and over seventy percent of these migrants migrated to a new region. Only onein-four whites lived in former slave states while nine out of ten blacks lived in former slave states. As a result
blacks were more likely to live in rural areas than blacks (86.3 percent of blacks to 71.8 percent of whites). This
occurred because whites were more regionally mobile than blacks. 35.9 percent of blacks migrated from their
birth state and 45 percent these migrants reside in a new region. However, 59.7 percent of whites migrated from
their birth state and 80 percent of these migrants changed regions. The key regional difference may be that only
11.4 percent of blacks were born outside the Southeast while the largest birth segment among whites was
foreign-born (28.2 percent). Joseph Ferrie conducts a thorough analysis of the immigrant experience during this
period (1999).
Five years after emancipation, blacks, on average, held $71 in real estate wealth while whites held $2,437.
These estimates are consistent with the estimates of Soltow (1972; 1975). Although Soltow (1972) only
collected a sample of 393 non-whites in 1870, he found their average wealth was $73, compared to $2,661
among whites. Soltow (1975) found similar differences in free black and white wealth using a sample of 151
blacks. He conducted one of the first in-depth studies of mid-nineteenth century wealth accumulation patterns
using the census population schedules. Note that these schedules were originally are stored on microfilms. He
spun the microfilm half-turns to collect random, cross-sectional samples from 1850-1870. He found that average
black wealth in 1870 was $74 while average white wealth in $2,691.
Given that blacks held only 2.9 percent of the average white real estate wealth in 1870--up from the 1.5 percent
in 1850 and 1860, the fact that the growth of real estate wealth favored blacks over this time period may not be
surprising. Among blacks, average real estate wealth, adjusted by regional prices, grew by 28 percent between
1850 and1860 and 33 percent between 1860 and 1870. Among whites, price adjusted real estate wealth also
grew by 28 percent between 1850 and 1860 but fell by 25 percent between 1860 and 1870. This white wealth
recession was primarily due to the losses incurred by the southern whites after the Civil War.
Property-holding patterns were similar to real estate wealth patterns. Only 6.7 percent of blacks in 1870 held
property (or a positive value of real estate wealth) while 54.6 percent of whites held property in 1870. The
growth in black property-holders outpaced the growth of black real estate wealth. Blacks property holders grew
17 percent between 1850 and 1860 and 148 percent between 1860 and 1870. Among whites, property holders
grew by five percent between 1850 and 1860 and fell two percent between 1860 and 1870. Overall, the ratio of
black to white property holders was 12.2 percent in 1870, up from 4.3 percent in 1850 and 4.8 percent in 1860.
Blacks made similar gains in the total estate. Total estate includes the value of personal estate and real estate.
The value of southern total estate was inflated by the value of slaves. Slave owners included the value of slaves
in their personal estate. On average, the value of black total estate wealth, adjusted by regional prices, was $124
in 1870 while whites held $3,548 in total estate. Total estate wealth grew by 47 percent between 1860 and 1870
among blacks while white total estate wealth fell 33 percent between 1860 and 1870. Black total estate holders
(or blacks possessing a positive value of total estate wealth) grew by 265 percent to 23.5 percent in 1870 while
white total estate holders fell by 9.6 percent to 75.8 percent in 1870. Overall, the ratio of black to white total
estate wealth was 3.5 percent while the ratio of black to white total estate holders was 31 percent in 1870.
These descriptive statistics document the general improvements in the condition of the average black relative to
the average white after the abolition of slavery.
Economic Theory: The Economic Expectations before Investigating Evidence in the Data
The Study of Wealth. Wealth is the accumulation of material resources that have market value for current or
future consumption. Furthermore, savings, initial wealth and the compounded rate of return on the invested
savings and initial wealth determine wealth. The following section describes universal and group-based
expectations, based on economic theory, in the areas of economic growth (including wealth, property and
savings), economic inequality, and comparative economic outcomes. Wealth, property, and measures of
classical economic choice characteristic will be employed to measure outcomes, compared to expectations.
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Economic Growth and the Parabolic Property Ownership Expectations. To analyze the relationship
between age and property, I employ methods developed by Lee Soltow (1975). He expected the old to hold
more property than the young: He found that plots of individuals holding property across age groups shows a
"very rapid rise in the probability of ownership in the first 10 years of adulthood with a tapering affect appearing
thereafter" (Soltow, p.28). He suggests that this concavity was affected by the income and savings decisions and
distribution of the population.
Soltow used estimates of non-property-holders to develop a parabolic model of property holding over different
age rages. This theoretical parabolic behavior is based on an assumption that proportion of non-property-holders
is fixed across age groups. Soltow expects that 79.3 percent of thirty year-olds who did not hold property in their
twenties will not hold property for the same reason as the 79.3 percent who did not hold property when they
were in their twenties:
"The .793 is a quantification of the importance of all those characteristics inhibiting ownership, such as lack of
knowledge of available land or credit, inability to speak or write English or possibly read any other language,
unwillingness to accept the obligations of ownership, inability to save because of low income or high
consumption, legarthy because of sickness or poor health, and so on. If quantification of .79 were to operate for
the group from age 30 to 39, one would expect the .793 of the property-less at age 30 to remain property-less.
Thus, 1-(.793)2 would own property in the 30-39 group" (Soltow, 1972, p.30).
"The strength of America's system, as seen by nineteenth century writer, was that an individual had the
opportunity to improve his position over time. This opportunity meant that he was not placed in a fixed position
in society. He might have had to work hard, but he could expect betterment in his wealth status. We can capture
this phenomenon by studying the participation rate (proportion of men who held property) of peoples of
different ages in a given year. Sure this rate, as measured by (real estate holding) or (total estate holding) must
be higher for the old than for the young....If the majority of individuals in the economy are to experience
betterment in economic position during their lifetimes, more and more should rise above the level of being poor,
above some minimum wealth amount" (p.27).
Economic Growth and the Linear Growth in Wealth Expectations. To analyze the relationship between age
and wealth, I employ additional methods that were first employed by Soltow (1975). He plotted age-wealth
coordinates and expected a positive relationship: "Material betterment dominated the economic thinking men.
Those with wealth expected to have more each year as they grew older; accumulation was a sign or index of
recognition of an individual's past economic activities. Wealth mirrors the past better than income since the
pleasures of past consumption may be forgotten. It is only saving from past income that is now reflected in one's
wealth" (Soltow, 1975, p.69).
Soltow did, in fact, observe a linear relationship between estate values and age. The parabolic effect of age on
property holding was not present when observing average wealth at different ages. "The group average rises
strongly from 20-29 to 30-39 and then has its greatest thrust in going from 30-39 to the 40-49 group. The
average tapers off but continues to rise rather surprisingly into old age. There is certainly no strong parabolic
effect, as can be seen in...the proportion of men with property" (p.70). He also suggested that the stability of the
1850 pattern was "proof that the age patterns were established decades before the 1850 and the concepts of
economic betterment must have been pervasive" (Soltow, 1975, pp.74-75).
Economic Growth and the Savings Rate Expectations. Finally, I use the method proposed by Soltow (1975)
to analyze savings using wealth annualized at each age. Soltow used the differences in wealth at each age to
observe the continuity of savings that continued through old ages.Furthermore, Soltow found the average annual
savings rate was about 5 percent. This was obtained by [1] averaging the increase in wealth per age groups 2069 or 90 percent of the adult male population {(582+804+311+303)/4 =500}, [2] annualizing the average
increase per age group or decade {500/10=50}, and [3] dividing the average annual increase in wealth by the
average wealth in 1850 {50/1001=.05}. Note that this finding of 5 percent is the average for individuals. Since
households possess more wealth than individuals, this rate is expected to much be smaller in the forthcoming
empirical analysis. "The difference between in wealth levels from one year to the next gives an index of saving
for a year" (pp.71-72).
Classical Characteristic Premium Expectations. Schooling. Jacob Mincer (1974) described a direct
relationship between schooling and earnings:
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“it is equally correct to say that the distribution of earnings is determined by the distribution of accumulated
human capital and of rates of return to human capital investment or that the distribution of earnings is
determined by the distribution of ability and opportunity. Or, putting it in a causal hierarchy, the distribution of
accumulated human capital is a proximate determinant of the distribution of earnings, and is treated that way in
this study. In turn, ability and opportunity determine the distribution of human capital. (Mincer 1974, p.138)”
Skill. Classical economic theory suggests workers are paid their additions to production. This produces an
expectation of higher wages for higher skilled workers and lower wages for lower skilled workers. Holding
constant the intertemporal rate of return to saved wages, holding constant differences in initial wealth, and
holding constant the number of working hours (see James Curtis Jr, December 2002), it is reasonable expect
higher wealth among higher skilled employees.
Convergence to Equality Expectations. To measure economic inequality and compare differences in economic
outcomes, I analyze differences in differences in mean wealth between blacks and whites, and property
ownership between blacks and whites. The following ratios measure differences in wealth and differences in
property ownership among two comparison groups to obtain comparative returns to classical characteristic
choices. Foremost, the comparative wealth ratio is
[W

/W

] / [WX’ J T/WX’ J’ T]

XJT
X J’ T
[Equation
1.1]

where WX J T is the mean wealth of the members of group J who made investment X at time T.
The comparative wealth ratio ignores differences in wealth levels and measures the return to classical
characteristic choices among groups. For instance, the ratio measures the schooling premium for blacks relative
to the schooling premium for whites. If the ratio is less than one, then blacks with many years of schooling may
have lower levels of wealth relative to whites with proportional years of schooling, and, thus, the returns to
schooling among whites outpace the returns to schooling among blacks, in terms of wealth.
Similarly, the comparative property ownership ratio is
[ρXJT/ρXJ’T] / [ρX’JT/ρX’J’T]

[Equation 1.2]

where ρXJT is the percentage of the members of group J who own property and made investment X at time T.
The comparative property ownership ratio can be interpreted the same as the comparative wealth ratio. The
comparative property ownership ratio measures the impact of classical characteristics on property ownership of
group J to the impact of classical characteristics of property ownership of group J’. For instance, the ratio
measures the schooling premium of blacks relative to the whites. If the ratio is less than one, then blacks with
many years of schooling may own less property relative to whites with proportional years of property, and, thus,
the returns to schooling among whites with many years of schooling outpace the returns to schooling among
blacks with proportional years of schooling, in terms of property ownership.
Motivations for Multivariate Analysis. To observe of combined effect of laws, demography and economic
geography of the economic outcomes of whites and blacks, I employed standard minimization of the sum of
squared errors and conducted non-linear multivariate analysis on the logarithmic total wealth of whites and
blacks in 1860 and 1870. Previous papers provide theoretical motivation for econometric modeling choices,
which are similar to this presentation. Logarithmic wealth is regressed against proxy variables for earnings and
savings, proxy variables for initial wealth, and household formation variables. Including slave state-free state
residency variables and regional residency variables could lead to multicolinearity, due to possible endogeneity.
The directions of the predictions of estimated coefficients, which are statistically significant at a 95 percent level
of significance, were summarized in the results section.

II.

RESULTS

The Mid 19th Century Skill and Wealth of Whites and Blacks in the United States of America
Table 9a shows that white-collar free black possessed nominal total wealth amounts of $2,278 in 1860--largest
among any skill category.
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Table 9a. Mid 19th Century Skill and Mean Wealth of Whites and Blacks

Source: Information collected, calculated and compiled by James Curtis Jr (2002); IPUMS
Using the 1860 wealth ratios in Tables 9a, total wealth among white-collar free blacks was approximately the
same as the total wealth of free black farmers (or $2,040) in 1860. But skilled blacks had twenty percent (or
$467) and unskilled free blacks only had ten percent (or $164) of the total wealth held by free black farmers in
1860. Tables 9a through 9c show that the relative total wealth advantage of white-collar free blacks was also
observed using real estate and other forms of wealth for measuring differences among occupational skill groups
within the free black community in 1860. However, free black farmers held a higher proportion of white wealth
and property than free blacks in any other occupations. When ignoring differences in levels, free blacks earned a
higher premium to farming than whites. Overall, the agricultural economy forced free black farmers to own
some amount of wealth and property that ultimately exceeded the average wealth of most other professions
except white-collar workers. But, since farming land was in rural areas, more free blacks could not realize these
economic benefits due to social isolation and vigorous enforcement of fugitive slave laws that often occurred in
these areas21. 21 See note 11. See Appendix G for complete analysis.
The Mid 19th Century Skill and Wealth of Blacks: A Comparison among Black Americans over Time
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Wealth differences favored white-collar blacks before and after emancipation. Table 9a shows that white-collar
free black possessed nominal total wealth amounts of $2,278 in 1860--largest among any skill category. Using
the 1860 wealth ratios in Table 9a, total estate wealth among white-collar free blacks was approximately the
same as the real estate wealth of free black farmers ($2,040) in 1860 while skilled blacks had twenty percent
($467) and unskilled free blacks only had ten percent ($164) of the total wealth held by free black farmers in
1860. Tables 9a through 9c shows that the relative total wealth advantage of white-collar free blacks was also
observed using real estate and other forms of wealth for measuring differences among occupational skill groups
within the free black community in 1860.
As might be expected, however, Table 9b shows that free black farmers held more real estate property than free
blacks in other occupational skill groups in 1860.
Table 9b. Mid 19th Century Skill and Mean Property Ownership of Whites and Blacks

Source: Information collected, calculated and compiled by James Curtis Jr (2002); IPUMS
Table 9b shows that unskilled free blacks held approximately 30 percent of real estate property held by free
black farmers (per hundred free black framers and unskilled workers). Skilled and white-collar workers held 50
percent of the real estate property held by free black farmers (per hundred free blacks framers, skilled workers
and white-collar workers). Table 9b shows that the relative real estate wealth advantage of free black farmers
was also observed using other forms of wealth and total wealth for measuring differences among occupational
skill groups within the free black community in 1860.
By 1870, white-collar free blacks made significant advances relative other free blacks with other occupational
skills. Table 8f shows that white-collar free black possessed nominal real estate wealth amounts of $1236 in
1870--largest among any skill category. Using the 1870 wealth ratios in Table 9c, real estate wealth among
white-collar free blacks was significantly greater than the real estate wealth of free black farmers ($102) in 1870.
Additionally, skilled blacks held 130 percent ($133) while unskilled free blacks only had thirty percent ($29) of
the real estate wealth held by free black farmers in 1860. Table 9c shows that the relative real estate wealth
advantage of white-collar blacks was also observed using other forms of wealth and total wealth for measuring
differences among occupational skill groups within the ex-slave community in 1870. Similarly, white-collar
blacks often held more real estate property than blacks in other occupational skill groups in 1870. Table 9c
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shows that the ratio of unskilled blacks to black farmers who held real estate property was 0.3 (per hundred
black farmers and unskilled workers).
Table 9c. Mid 19th Century Comparative Wealth Ratios and Comparative Property Ownership Ratios of
Whites and Blacks, Based on Skill

Source: Information collected, calculated and compiled by James Curtis Jr (2002); IPUMS
However, the ratio of skilled blacks to black farmers who held real estate property was 1.2 (per hundred blacks
farmers and skilled workers), and the ratio of white-collar blacks to black farmers who held real estate property
was 2.1 (per hundred blacks farmers and white-collar workers). Table 9c shows that the relative real estate
wealth advantage of free black farmers was also diluted to approximately that of black farmers using other
forms of wealth and total wealth for measuring differences among occupational skill groups within the black
community in 1870.
The Mid 19th Century Skill and Wealth: A Comparison of White and Black Americans over Time : A black
farmer premium was observed when comparing average wealth of free blacks to average wealth of whites by
occupational skill before emancipation. Using wealth means in Table 9a, free black farmers had 37 percent of
the average white farmer real estate wealth, 54 percent of the average white farmer other wealth, and 44 percent
of the average white farmer total wealth in 1860—approximately equal or higher proportions than any other free
black occupation. The free black farmer advantage relative to white farmers was observed when analyzing other
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and total measures of wealth. The free black farmer premium was even clearer when observing the ratio of free
black to white property holders by occupational skill. The ratio of free black farmer property holders (per
hundred free black farmers) to white farmer property holders (per hundred white farmers) was 0.77 for real
estate wealth holders, and 0.95 for other and total wealth holders in 1860. Even though white-collar free blacks
had nominal advantages it was diminished when comparing their wealth to whites, possibly due to the lack of
opportunity to serve white clients and limits to serve lower income free blacks, causing a reduced wealth
potential of white-collar free blacks relative to white-collar whites.
By 1870, black white-collar workers had a wealth advantage when observing the ratio of black to white average
real estate wealth and property holders. Using wealth means from Table 9a, 1870 white-collar blacks held 24
percent of the real estate wealth, 18 percent of other wealth and 21 percent of total wealth held by white-collar
whites. This was larger than the black proportion of white wealth held by unskilled workers, skilled workers and
farmers. Similarly, using the percentage of property holders in Table 9b, the ratio of white-collar black property
holders (per hundred white-collar blacks) to white-collar white property holders (per hundred white-collar
whites) was 0.53 for real estate property holders, and 0.57 for other property holders and 0.63 for total property
holders in 1860.
Using the comparative wealth ratio for real estate wealth, we can ignore the absolute differences in black and
white real estate wealth and ascertain the occupational skill advantages in the presence of wealth constraints. In
1860, since the ratio in Table 9c was less than one when comparing unskilled, skilled and white and white-collar
workers to farmers, for all measures of wealth, whites had a higher return to unskilled, skilled and white-collar
occupations relative to farming than blacks. By 1870, since the ratio was near equal or greater than one for all
measures of wealth, black skilled and white-collar workers had a higher to farming than whites. Similar results
were obtained using the comparative property ownership ratio for real estate property in Table 9b. In 1860,
since the ratio was less than one when comparing unskilled, skilled and white-collar workers to farmers, for all
measures of property holding, whites had a higher return to these occupations relative to farming than blacks.
By 1870, since the ratio was greater than one for all measures of wealth, black white-collar workers had a higher
to farming than whites.
As the mode of production in the United States of America evolved away from overt slavery, the question many
economists still seek an answer to is: how to grow the economy, in a manner that stabilizes sovereignty and
seemingly comparative advantage in social standards, for the maximum amount of time, with minimum
exploitation of labor. The answer is hypothetically in the technology sector, although I speculate that the
questionable security of complex, minimally-investigated, modern technology, with language comprehension
restricted to a sub-set of skilled programmers, has bolstered 21 st century investments in security labor among
firms, governments and citizenry.
Non-Linear Least Squares Multivariate Analysis of Logarithmic Total Wealth of Whites and Blacks in
1860 and 1870 : Logarithmic wealth is regressed against proxy variables for earnings and savings, proxy
variables for initial wealth, and household formation variables. Results, which had a 95 percent level of
significance, are summarized below.
Savings, Schooling and Skill. Savings. Results show higher, statistically significant, diminishing increases in
wealth savings with age among whites, compared to blacks, in 1860 and 1870. Schooling. Similarly, results
show higher returns to schooling, for whites relative to blacks, in 1860 and 1870, holding all other variables
constant; however, these results were not statistically significant for free blacks in 1860. Skill. Farmers had
statistically significant higher levels of wealth relative to other professions in 1860 and 1870, with the
exceptions of white student-retirees in 1870 and black white-collar professionals in 1870.

III.

CONCLUSIONS

Free black constraints to generating wealth were observed when analyzing differences in the returns to all of the
optimal wealth-generating choices. Changing states and regions, was one of the crucial steps for free blacks to
accumulate significant amounts of wealth. Yet entrance laws and barriers, in the form of bond requirements,
prevented free blacks from having a full range of residential and, as a result, economic opportunities. In sum,
asymmetrical legal and social constraints, rooted by a contradiction between the dominant interpretation of the
Constitution and state laws, led to asymmetrical economic experiences among free blacks and whites during the
antebellum period. Furthermore, the intertemporal expectation of converging wealth experiences is severely
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dampened, not only by initial wealth deficits in the free black community, but also by intertemporal social and
legal constraints on economic choices to overcome these deficits.
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The Summary of the Recent Employment of James E Curtis Jr
2003 – 2018
Assistant Director of Operations, Bookkeeper, President, Project Director, Researcher, JECJEF
2001 – 2018
Information Technology Manager and Internet Design Intern, JECJEF
2005 – 2010
Nonprofit Manager/Intern Supervisor, CUM, Washington, DC
1999
Intern, Tax Analyst, Economic Development Division ODOD, Columbus, OH
1998 – 2002
Instructor, universities in Columbus OH, Delaware OH & Denver, CO
1996 – 1997
Economist Assistant, Department of Research and Statistics, FDIC, Washington, DC
1992-1995
Intern/Financial Analyst, INROADS, COMSAT, Bethesda, MD
1991 Summer
Intern/Legal Analyst, Office of Ethics and Civil Rights, GSA, Washington, DC
The Summary of the Recent Entrepreneur Manuscripts of James E Curtis Jr
2013-2019 Corporate Jurisprudence of Education Foundation, JECJEF organizational charts
2012-2019 501(c)3/Tax Exemption, USA, application and approval, JECJEF
2012-2019 Articles of Incorporation, USA and USA DC, application and approval, JECJEF
2003-2019 Potential Business Plan ®, Technical Notes ® to the Potential Business Plan ®
2011-2019 Strategic-Divine Resources ®
2001, 2012-2019 Trade Name, USA DC, USA PG County MD & USA State of MD, application and/or
registration approval, Education Foundation
2001, 2012-2019 Trade Name, Better Business Bureau, registration, Education Foundation
1990-2019 Education Foundation, JECJEF
The Summary of the Recent Information Technology Management of James E Curtis Jr
1992-2018 Hardware, computer desktop, Dell, Gateway, Hewlett-Packard, Macintosh, and Sun.
1992-2018 Hardware, computer laptop, ACER, Compaq, Dell, IBM, Leveno, Macintosh.
1992-2018 Hardware, computer storage, 1000 gigabyte storage, floppy disk, RW CD/DVD, USB, Scandisk.
1992-2018 Hardware, multifunction printer, Brother, Canon, Hewlett Packard, Xerox.
1992-2018 Hardware, printer accessories, 11x17 printing, laminators, photo printing.
1992-2018 Software ,accounting and bookkeeping, Microsoft Excel, and QuickBooks.
1992-2018 Software, antivirus, AVG and MacAfee.
1992-2018 Software, data transfer, 1and1, File Zilla, FTP, jZip, Microsoft Explorer, Outlook.
1997-2018 Software, database programming, Gauss, E-views, Microsoft Excel, SAS, SPSS, STATA.
1992-2018 Software, domain, 1and1/jecjef, AT&T, Geocities, Office Live, Netzero, OSU Units, Yahoo!.
1992-2018 Software, email accounts, Comcast, Google, MyWay, Netzero, OSU Units.
1992-2018 Software, email entrepreneur, 1and1/jecjef, AT&T, Geocities, Office Live, Yahoo!.
1992-2018 Software, email management, 1and1/jecjef, Geocities, Office Live, Outlook, Yahoo!.
2001-2018 Software, graphic arts, 123certificate, Cyberlink, Real, Movie Maker, Microsoft Publisher.
2001-2018 Software, internet design, 1and1/jecjef, Geocities, Microsoft Office, Office Live, Yahoo!.
1992-2018 Software, internet search, Chrome, Explorer, FTP, Google, JSTOR, LexisNexis, Netscape.
2001-2018 Software, internet video, 1and1/jecjef, Microsoft Movie Maker, Office Live, Yahoo!, YouTube.
1992-2018 Software, office, Corel WordPerfect, Lotus, Microsoft Office and Microsoft Works, PDF.
Colleges Research Institutions & Universities, Certificates and Degrees of James E Curtis Jr
5th Phase
Distinctions of James E Curtis Jr, designing a graduate program, institute & university
2017-12-31
Honorary Doctorate of Philosophy, career award, Education, Education Foundation
2017-12-31
Honorary Executive Master of Arts, career award, Education Administration, Education Foundation
2017-12-31
Honorary Doctorate of Philosophy, career award, Political Science, Education Foundation
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2017-12-31
2017
2014-04-09
2014
2013
2012
2012-12-31
2012

Honorary Doctorate of Philosophy, career award, Sociology, Education Foundation
JECJEF Prize in Charity, career award
Honorary Doctorate of Laws, career award, Laws, Education Foundation
JECJEF Prize in Advocacy, career award
Founder, The James Edward Curtis Jr Education Foundation/JECJEF University
Founder, Internet Graduate Research Institute, IGRI
Honorary Doctorate of Philosophy, career award, Interdisciplinary Studies, Education Foundation
JECJEF Prize in Economics, career award

4th Phase
2011 - 2017
2011 - 2017
2011 - 2012
2003-2010

Distinctions of James E Curtis Jr, The Post-Doctoral Studies of James E Curtis Jr
Doctoral Programs, Education, Laws, Political Science, Sociology, Education Foundation
Executive Master of Arts Programs, Education Administration, Education Foundation
Doctoral Program, Interdisciplinary, Accountancy Economics History Laws, Education Foundation
Honorary Post-Doctoral Researcher, & sabbatical, Education Foundation

3rd Phase
2003-12-31
2003

Distinctions of James E Curtis Jr, The Ph.D. of James E Curtis Jr
Doctorate of Philosophy, Ph.D., Economics, Education Foundation
Doctoral Program, Economics, Education Foundation, transfer courses, exams, defenses, OSU

2nd Phase
2002
2001
2000
2000
1999
1999
1999
1998
1997 - 2003
1997 - 1998

Distinctions of James E Curtis Jr, The Ph.D. Program of James E Curtis Jr
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Written Defense, Proxy, Ohio State University/OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Oral Defense, Proxy, OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Oral Proposal, OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Written Proposal, OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Program Exam Pass, Economic History, OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Program Exam Pass, Macro/Monetary Economics, OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Program Exam Pass, Microeconomics, OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Ph.D. Program Exam Pass, Macroeconomics, OSU, Columbus, OH
Doctoral Program, Economics, 3.37 GPA, courses, OSU, Columbus, OH
Master of Arts Program, Master of Arts, Economics, OSU, Columbus, OH

1st Phase
Distinctions of James E Curtis Jr, The Pre-Doctoral Programs of James E Curtis Jr
1997-Summer Pre-Doctoral Program, Economics, American Economic Association/Univ. of Texas, Austin, TX
1996-Autumn Pre-Doctoral Program, Mathematics for Economists, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD
1995
International Studies, parliamentary government of Israel and Tel Aviv University, Israel
1994-Summer Certificate, Management, Harvard School of Business/INROADS, Boston, MA
1991 – 1996 Bachelor Degree, Economics & Bachelor Degree, Political Science, Howard /transfer from Rutgers
1990-2019
Founder Owner President, Education Foundation
1990-Summer Pre-Undergraduate Program, Mathematics, UDC, Washington, DC
1989 – 1991 Pre-Undergraduate Program Degree, Diploma, Calvin Coolidge/transfer from Garfield
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